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Although detailed combat models (such as high-resolution
Monte Carlo simulations) are heavily used at the tactical
level, some analysts and users still have doubts about the
use of this kind of model. Detailed combat models (especially
high-resolution Monte Carlo simulations) are costly to
build, costly to run, require a staff of highly trained
personnel to maintain, exercise and modify, are quite
demanding in data-base requirements, not easily modified,
essentially impossible to use to perform sensitivity and
other parametric studies, and are not easily communicated
to decision makers.
Though a detailed model is considered by many to be more
realistic than an analytic model and to supply more information
as output, one can definitely see that there is a price to
pay for such detail. This is especially true if one con-
siders some meaningful advantages of analytic models.
Analytic models in contrast are usually much simpler
to use and both time and financial resources for their
utilization are usually markedly reduced. They are very
efficient for conducting sensitivity analysis and their
results are readily interpretable, since the dynamics of
the combat process are clearly and succinctly described
by equations (i.e., they are an efficient tool for communi-
cation with decision makers) . Analytic models are an

efficient tool for the user too, since they are usually
more general thus facilitating their use under more diverse
circumstances. Now that we have discussed the pros and
cons of the two principal types of small-unit combat models,
it remains for us to consider how to decide which one to
develop and use under specific circumstances. What should
one do to decide which type of model to use? Definitely
there is no unique answer to this question. Furthermore,
such an answer depends on considerations such as availability
of time and money, level of accuracy desired, problem
scenario, purposes of model use, etc. Since an analytic
model is more abstract than a Monte Carlo simulation, one
might ask himself: Do the two types of models describe the
same combat process for the same given scenario?
Reference 5 describes a study that was conducted to
compare the combat predictions generated by an analytical
combat model to those predicted by a more detailed Monte
Carlo simulation model. The analytical model was developed
against an existing simulation model to determine whether
both could generate comparable results. The analytic model
was applied to replicate the processes as they were des-
cribed in the simulation model and not as they might possi-
bly occur in the real world. The conclusions of this study
indicate good agreement and suggest that both models essen-
tially describe the same process. In reference 4 it is
suggested that the complex model should be used to educate

the analyst while a simple model should be used to communi-
cate with the decision maker. In other words, complex
models should be used as research tools to determine basic
relations that can be presented to decision makers with
simple easily-understood models. In this context the
detailed model serves as the "back-up" for the simple model

II. MOTIVATION
The BONDER/IUA and its derivatives BLDM and AMSWAG are
analytical battalion-level combat models that have been
and are currently widely used in the United States for
defense planning purposes. After studying documentation
for these models, the author decided to build his own small-
scale version with certain important changes. For example,
the detection and fire-allocation submodels in these models
(at least to the extent that they are described in available
documentary) have several features that appear to be at
variance with both military experience and judgement.
Reference 3 describes a sensitivity analysis of BLDM acqui-
sition and firepower allocation models and shows that BLDM
is relatively insensitive to changes in non-firing acquisition
rates. The analysis explains that this insensitivity is
a result of the firepower allocation logic and the fact
that firing-cued probabilities in the model have been set
to 0.99.
The study in reference 3 recommends that fire-cued
acquisition probabilities considerably less than 0.99 should
be used in the model and sections of search should be assigned
weapon groups. It is also recommended that detection rates
for targets lying within a group's primary search sector
should be different from those for targets lying outside
the sector. The author of this paper also could not strongly
10

agree with some of the basic assumptions of AMSWAG 's detec-
tion and fire allocation models. AMSWAG conducts the battle
in uniform time steps of 10 seconds each. AMSWAG ' s detec-
tion model keeps track of the comulative acquisition proba-
bility that each firer has against each target at any time
t and combines this with the new probability of acquisition
during the interval (t,t+At) . This process is continued
as long as line-of-sight is not interrupted. When line-of-
sight is interrupted, however, the cumulative probability
of acquisition is set to zero and the process will start
again if intervisibility again exists at a later point in
the battle. According to the author's experience, the
cumulative acquisition probability should not be set to
zero immediately since the observer still has some idea
where to expect the target to appear. The computation of
detection probability for each observer against every target
must consequently depend on both the observer status (i.e.,
whether or not the observer fires during the current time
interval) and the target status (i.e., whether or not the
target fires during the current time interval) , whether
the target is inside or outside the observer search sector
or the observer field of view) . This is not done by
AMSWAG 's detection model.
The author of this paper also did not find the AMSWAG'
s
fire allocation model to be a realistic representation of
military reality, and consequently has developed a new one
based on his previous military experience.
11

As a result of the discussion above, an analytic
battalion level combat model was developed. Although the
model was programmed for a specific scenario, it can still
be applied to other battalion-level scenarios with relatively





The model developed in this thesis is a time sequenced,
deterministic, battalion-level, force-on-force computer
model. The scenario portrays a blue TOW company (3 pla-
toons with 3 TOWS in each) deployed in 3 fixed platoon-
sized defensive positions (see Bl, B2 and B3 in figure 1)
.
The opponent, a red tank company (3 platoons with 3 tanks
in each) conducts an attack along 3 predetermined routes
of advance toward the defensive positions. Each route
nominally contains a platoon-sized force (see Rl, R2 and
R3 in figure 1) . The model conducts the battle in uniform
time steps of 10 seconds each. Figure 2 provides the general
scheme for the sequence and flow of events in the model.
Basically the sequence of events for each time interval
(i.e., 10 seconds) contains five main phases: movement,
detection, fire-allocation, attrition and battle-termination
(see figure 3). The movement phase is applied to the Red
units only. Generally, every Red unit is advanced to the
next interval along the associated route unless this unit
is destroyed alreay or is in firing status. (In this case
the unit will be advanced only every certain number of time
intervals.) The detection phase is basically an accumula-
tion process. Detection probabilities during (t,t+At)































Read input data (terrain, initial force levels, initial
positions, routes data, tactical parameters, etc.).
Initialize variables and array values
Time =
Time = Time + 10 sec
Update locations of attacking units
Check line-of-sight between any two opponent units
YES
Allocate targets
Update the accumulated detection probabilities
Allocate fire
Compute attrition
Print results for the current time step
Print final results











FIGURE 3. GENERAL SCHEME
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with the appropriate accumulated probabilities at time t.
Basically the accumulation process can be described by the
following equation:
Pr (Unit i does not detect unit j at time t+At)
= Pr (Unit i does not detect unit j at time t)
x Pr (Unit i does not detect unit j during t,t+At)
.
The fire allocation phase selects possible targets for
every surviving unit, assigns priorities to these targets
and determines what fraction of each unit is allocated to
fire at each target according to the fire-allocation policy.
The attrition phase computes the attrition and the remaining
force level for every surviving unit. Since the two forces
are homogeneous and use only "aimed-fire" , the attrition
computation is based on simple Lanchester-type differential
equations where the attrition coefficients are computed by
the Bonder-Farrel formula. Every such sequence is ended
by a battle-termination check process.
B. MOVEMENT PROCESS FOR ATTACKING UNITS
The 3 attacking tank platoons (see Rl, R2 and R3 in
figure 1) move along 3 predetermined routes. Each route
is divided into intervals, 40 meters length each since a
non-firing red platoon is assumed to move one such interval
during a time step of 10 seconds (i.e., average speed of 9 mph;
17

Firing red platoon is delayed NOD times before moving to
the next interval. Each interval in each route is repre-
sented by its center point coordinates and by its direction.
If a red platoon enters to an interval along its associated
route then it is considered to be positioned only in the
«
center point of this interval (i.e., maximum location error
of ±4 since this is the distance between two consecutive
intervals)
.
C. COMMAND AND CONTROL
Command and control are represented in a simple fashion
by delaying units which move too fast. If the horizontal
distance (along the x-axis) between any two red platoons is
more than DISMAX, the leading unit is delayed in order to
keep a straight front of the attacking force.
D. LINE-OF-SIGHT (LOS) DETERMINATION
The existence of line-of-sight between any two opposing
units is determined in a subroutine called LOS which was
written by Prof. James K. Hartman, Naval Postgraduate School
Each hill in the selected piece of terrain is described by
a bivariate normal density function and is characterized by
the following parameters:
1. Coordinate of the hill center point (xc,yc)
.
2. Peak height
3. Standard deviatino corresponds to the x-axis (a ).
4. Standard deviation corresponds to the y-axis (a )
.
5. Rotation factor (p).
18

The subroutine is applied by the following FORTRAN state-
ment:
CALL LOS (XA,YA,TMACA,TMICA,SIZEA,XB,YB,TMACB,





XA,YA - coordinate of unit A (XA,YA£
-f- 10,000 m)
TMACA - elevation of unit A (this is found by using the
subroutine ELEV (XA, YA, TMACA)
)
TMICA - depth below ground surface [meters]
SIZEA - height of the vehicle [meters]
r 1 If want LOS with A as observer and B as target
LATOB = \
( Else
rl If want LOS with B as observer and A as target
LBTOA = <
( Else
VISFRA - fraction of A height as seen by B
VISFRB - fraction of B height as seen by A
_< VISFRA, VISFRB <_ 1
E. DETECTION
1. Types of Detection
A target can be detected in either of two ways:
Random search within a designated section of responsibility
(non-firing detection ) or by launch signature given the








(t+At) = the probability that unit j is detected




• (0) = -V i,j
Q.
.
(t+At) = 1 - P.
.




(t,At) = Probability that target j is not visually
^ detected (i.e., non-firing detection) by
unit i during [t,t+At] provided that j
does not fire during this time interval
QP .
.
(t,At) = Probability that target j is not detected
* by a launch signature during [t,t+At]
provided that j fires during this time
interval
3. Computation of QV . (t, At)
Let
t. . = time for the K firer of unit i to detect one










We assume that t.. , t.. , . .., t.. are independent and
identically distributed by exp{A..} (i.e., exponential dis-
tribution with parameter X- ) , where
A . . = Non-firing detection rate of one target
-1 in unit j by one observer in unit i
T. • = the time for unit i to detect one target
x
^ of unit j
Assuming that all S. (t) survivors of unit i are searching
for a target then
m dn rJD A2) (S i (t))T
ij - min{t. j , t. t±j










(t,At) = Probability that no one of the S.(t)
-* survivors of unit j is visually detected
by unit i during [t,t+At]
S (t)
[Pr (T. . > At) ] J
-S. (t) X . .) At S . (t)
[e 1 ^ ] 3
or
-S. (t) X . .AtS . (t)
QV (t,At) = e 1 1: 3
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4. Computation of Non-Firing Detection Rate (A..)
Each firer is assigned to a search section (or
section of responsibility) which is characterized by two
parameters (see figure 3):
(a) Section width (ISECWD) where <_ ISECWD 2tt
(b) Primary direction (IPRDIR) where -it IPRDIR <_ tt
We assume that within the search section the search direc-
tion has the following probability density function:




A = -B cos D
B =
2 (sin D-D cos D)
0=0 corresponds to the observer primary direction
Note: A and B are chosen such that
D
/ f(0)d0 = 1
-D

















FIGURE 4. OBSERVER-TARGET SCHEME
A = Observer; B = Target
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Figure 4 describes the observer- target scheme. Assuming
30° field of view for any observer A target B might be
seen only if the observer A is looking at any direction
such that ANGRT < a < ANGLFT where:
ANGLFT ={ ANGLE +15°D if ANGLE + 15° <_ Dif ANGLE + 15° > D
ANGLE = the absolute value of the angle between
the primary direction (IPRDIR) and the
observer-target direction (OTANG)
ANGRT = ANGLE - 15
Thus,
ANGLET
P = Pr { ANGRT £ a <_ANGLFT } = / f(a)da
ANGRT
= shaded area in figure 4
P, is the probability that observer A is looking at direction
which enables him to detect target B.
Given that observer A is looking at direction a
such that ANGRT <_ a ANGLFT, the conditional detection rate
{X | ANGRT < a < ANGLFT} is determined by the following




{A |ANGRT <_a ^ANGLFT} = 0.003 + [1.453 + TCFACT
where
,
(0.5978 + 2.188 xRR2 -
. 5038 x HORVEL]
~ 1
TCFACT = Terrain factor
HORVEL = Target horizontal velocity [m/sec]






= The range between A and B
= Height percentage of visibility of
target B (0 < PCTVIS < 1)
.
The unconditional detection rate (of one observer detecting
only one target) is:
L. = U__|ANGRT < a < ANGLFT} x P„
Ai3 A_B — — i\
X .
.
is computed by the subroutine LAMDA using the following
FORTRAN statement:
CALL LAMDA (I , J, PCTVIS , DETRAT)
where the variable DETRAT will contain the detection rate
of one target in unit j by one observer in unit i.
25

5. Computation of Q .
.
(t+At)
a. Observer Does Not Fire During (t,t+Ath
(1) Target j does not fire during (t,t+At).
Qij (t+At) = Q±j (t) xQV..(t,At)
where, "*V»J
-S. (t)A *At S. (t)
QV
±j (t,At)
= [e 1 13 ] ^
-S. (t) X. -*AtS. (t)





. if j is a blue unit (stationary)
* I ^0
PM x A . . if j is a red unit (moving)
PM = Percent of time that unit i uses for
searching targets. 0.0 < PM < 1.0
A. . is computed by the subroutine LAMDA.
(2) Target j fires during (t,t+At]
Let,
S. (t) = number of survivors in unit i at time t
S. (t) = number of survivors in unit j at time t
FR . = fire rate of each weapon system in unit
-1 j [rounds per second]
FR. x At = number of rounds fired (at the average)
-1 by one firer of unit j during (t,t+At) .
26





= Total number of rounds
fired by unit j during
(t,t+At)
Pr{one survivor of unit i
to detect unit j by one
fire signature}
Pr{ survivor looks at direction
which enables him to see
target j
}
x Pr{ survivor detects unit j
|
survivor looks at direction
which enables him to see
unit j
}
= P_ x 1.0 = PK
Assuming independence, one finds that
Prione survivor of unit i
does not detect unit j
by N fire signatures}
(i - pk >
N
assuming independence between the survivors of unit i, we
find that
Pr{all survivors of unit i^doe not deted




(i - pk )
NxS.(t)
Pr{at least one survivor of unit it = 1
j£±ejct^ unit j by a fire
signature}
- (1 - P




NS. (t) FR.AtS. (t)S. (t)














where QV..(t,At) is computed as described in (1).
b. Observer Fires During (t,t+At)
We assume that if unit i is busy with firing
during (t,t+At) then no targets search is considered by
unit i during this time interval. Only units within the
field of view of unit i can be detected while unit i is
firing. In other words, if unit i fires on unit K then
OTANG is the direction of the line from the observer i
to the target K and only units within OTANG ±15° can be
detected by unit i (visually or by a fire signature)
.
(1) Target j fires during (t,t+At)
We define the following event:
A = unit j is within the field of view of
unit i with at least one of unit i targets
We assume













Qij (t+At) = </ g(n)
if event A occurs
if j is a Red unit and event A occurs
t) if j is a Blue unif and event A occursQ
±j C ; t
where g(n) is an increasing function of n, where n is the
number of time intervals elapsed since time t.
g(0) = Qi . (t) ,
Q ij (t) < g(n) £ 1.0 Vn,
(2) Target j does not fire during (t,t+At)
If event A is the same as defined in (1) , then
Q
±j (t+At)
AQ± , (t) x QV (t f At)
g(n)
Q (t)
if event A occurs
if j is_ a Red unit and
event A occurs
if j is a Blue unit




where g(n) is the same as defined in (1) and
* -S.*(t)A. .*AtS. (t)
QV
±j (t,At) = e
1 *1 J
*
A. . = A. . x RF
ID ID
RF = Reduction factor Cthe detection rate of unit i
has to be reduced since this unit fires
during (t,t+ t) and the search for targets
is not effective as for a non-firing unit)
*
S. (t) = S. (t) x ( I PTT.„)1 X KeK lK
PTT. T, = proportion of unit i allocated to unit KlK
K = {K | Unit K is engaged by unit i and unit
j is within the field of view of unit i
while observing unit K}
6. Intervisibility Effects on P.'.Ct)i 2.J-—-
If line-of-sight does not exist between observer i
and target j then no accumulation of detection probability
takes place during the current time interval (i.e., P.
.
(t)
remains the same) . If line-of-sight does not exist during
more than 3 consecutive time intervals then P.
.
(t) is set
to zero (i.e., P.
.
(t) = 0) and the accumulation process
will start again from zero if line of sight again exists
at a later point in the battle.
The motivation for this decision rule is seen by
the observation that even if observer i loses line-of-sight
30

with target j for a short time, he still probably has some
idea where to expect the target to appear again.
This decision rule was chosen somewhat arbitrarily,
and some other time decreasing function may be employed if




(t) can be interpreted as the average fraction
of unit i that detects unit j .1 Any detection that occurs
during the n time interval is used only in the next
st(i.e., (n+1) ) time interval, since that detection repre-
sents new knowledge gained during the entire n ' interval
under the conditions existing in that interval.
F. FIRE ALLOCATION
The first step in a firing event is to determine what
fraction of each unit is allocated to fire at each target.
Each firing unit does not have to select and fire at just
one target. Rather, each firing unit might apportion a
fraction of itself against several targets.
1. Selection of Targets
The following conditions are necessary for it to be
possible for unit j to be a target of unit i:
(a) Line-of-sight must exist between unit i and
unit j
.
(b) The range between the two units should be




J where the two limits are




(c) P ij (t -At) > 0.
2. Priority of Targets
Since the two forces are homogenous, the priority
of a target is taken to be a function of range only (since





It will be easier to explain this procedure by
numerical example. First, for each unit i we find all the
targets j which satisfy the three necessary conditions for
being targets (see paragraph 1)
.
Second, we rank all the targets of unit it by the
range
Let
S. (t) = 100
RMAX. = 3 000 m
l
RMIN. = 500 m
i
and assume we have the following situation
Target (j) Range Priority P..(t) fy*)
3 750 1 0.2 o^zr
1 820 2 0.9 0. \
2 900 3 0.7 *v>
32

If we allocate fire to each target j as if this target is
the only one we have
:
Target (j) Max Allocation = P .. (t) x S . (t)
3 P..(t) x S. (t) = .2 x 100 = 20i3 l
1 P.
,
(t) x S. (t) = .9 x 100 = 90ll l
2 P. (t) x S. (t) = .7 x 100 = 70
Total: 18
For example, since P.^(t) = 0.2 means that 20% of unit i
have detected unit j at time t, then not more than 20%
of unit i can fire on unit j. Thus, at the maximum not
more than P i3 (t) x S.(t) = 0.2 x 100 = 20 firers out of
100 survivors of unit i can be allocated to fire at unit j
We can obviously see that we need 18 survivors in unit i
if we want to allocate fire to each target as if this
target is the only one. Since 180 > S. (t) = 100 we can't
do that. Let us define the following events:
D. = Target j has been detected by unit i,
3 j = 1,2,3
D. = Target j has not been detected by unit i,
3 j = 1,2,3
If the fire policy is to allocate 100% of the firepower of
unit i to the most prior target then we have:
33

Situation Probability Engaged Target
D^O D, n D- 0. 1x0. 3x0. 8= 0.024
_












0. 1x0. 3x0. 2 = 0.006 3
D^/S^ D
3













0. 1x0. 7x0. 2= 0.014 3
Dl° °2 ^ °3 °* 9 X °* ? X °* 2 = °* 126 3
The fire distribution is:
PriTarget 1 will be engaged} = 0.216 + 0.504 = 0.72
PriTarget 2 will be engaged} = 0.056
Pr{Target 3 will be engaged} = 0.20
Thus, if the same battle is repeated many times then in
72% of the times all the S. (t) = 100 survivors of unit ii
are allocated to target 1, in 5.6% of the times to target
2 and in 20% of the times to target 3.
34

If the fire policy is as follows:
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E [percent of fire of unit i
allocated to target 1]
100 x 0.216 + 80 x 0.504 + 20 x 0.054
+ 15 x 0.126 = 64.89
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E [percent of fire of unit i = 100 x 0.056 + 20 x 0.504
allocated to target 2] + 20 x 0.014 + 5 x 0.126
= 16.59
E [percent of fire of unit i = 100 x 0.006 + 80 x 0.054
allocated to target 3]
+ 80 x 0.014 + 80 x 0.126
= 16.12
If we compare the two fire policies we have,
Tgt 1 Tgt 2 Tgt 3 Total
Policy I 72% 5.6% 20% 97.6%
Policy II 64.89% 16.59% 16.12% 97.6%
Comments
:
(1) The big change of fire allocation to target 2 is
explained by the fact that situation 5 (i.e., D, f\ D„ r\ DO
has high probability of occurrence (0.504) and 20 firers
of unit i are allocated to target 2 in this case.
(2) In both cases only 97.6 firers of unit i are
allocated since there is a positive probability of not
detecting all the three targets (i.e., positive probability
for D, D
2
H D_) and in this case no fire is allocated at
all.





Since the two forces (i.e., attacker and defender)
are taken to use only "aimed" fire, variable coefficient
Lanchester-type equations of modern warfare [see Ref . 2]
are used to assess force-on-force attrition. For each
time interval [t,t+At] let,
S. (t) = number of survivors in unit i at time t
B. = the group of Blue units who fire against
unit i
R. = the group of Red units who fire against
-1 unit j
A. . = the rate at which one firer of unit i
i -i
J kills unit j targets. (Attrition rate
of unit j by one firer of unit i)




These parameters are computed for each time interval. The





where T. . is the time for one firer of unit i to kill one
ID
target of unit j under the conditions existing in this time
interval. E(T. .) is computed by the Bonder-Farrell












- P } (1)
where
,
t = time to acquire a target,
t, = time to fire first round after target
acquired,
th
= time to fire a round following a hit,
t = time to fire a round following a miss,
t f
= projectile time of flight,
P = Probability of hit on first round,
P(h|h) = Probability of a hit on a round following
a hit,
P(h|m) = Probability of a hit on a round following
a miss,
P(K|H) = Probability of destroying a target given
it is hit.
This formula (1) holds for the following conditions:
(1) Markov-dependent fire with parameters P, P(h|h)
and P(h|m). (I.e., Hit probability of any round
depends only on the result of the previous round.)
(2) Geometric distribution for the number of hits
required for a kill with parameter P(K|H) (i.e.,
accumulated damage is not considered!).
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If the firing weapon system is TOW then we assume







E(T. .) = t + t, + t^ +ij a 1 f p
If the firing weapon system is a tank then we assume
P(K|H) = 1.0 (because of lack of information) and t f ~
In this case we have:
t
E(T. •) = t + t, + rr? A l - p} ,ij a 1 p(h m) * '
The attrition of each Blue unit j is described by the
following differential equation:
dS. (t)
i^-— = - 7 A..(S.(t) x PROP..)dt ieR. l 3 1 ^
and similarly the attrition of each Red unit i is described
by:
dS (t)
—— = - 7 A . . (S . Ct) X PROP . . )dt .*• ]i i 31
J 1
where the attrition coefficients A. . and A., are computed
13 31
by Bonder-Farrell ' s model.
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The basic differential equations of force-on-force
attrition are approximated by the following Euler-Cauchy
difference equations:
S i
(t+At) = Max{0,S. (t) - J>. . (S. (t) x PROP . .) At}
For each Blue unit i
S
.
(t+At) = Max{0,S. (t) - I A..(S.(t) xPROP. .At}
: D ieB. 13 1 1:
1
For each Red unit j
COMMENTS
:
(1) While computing attrition in a given scenario we can
consider all the targets as stationary since the
defender is in fixed positions and since the hit
probability of a TOW against moving target is almost
the same as for stationary (given that the target is
not too close) . Thus also the Red units can be con-
sidered as stationary for attrition computation
purposes
.
(2) This attrition model does not consider the problem of
intervisibility "windows" for the TOW.
(3) Hit probabilities as P(h|h) and P(h|m) are functions
of: size of the target (full target or turret target)
,
type of ammunition (HGAT or APFSDS) , Range, angle
between the firer and the target etc. Since most of this
information is classified only full size targets,
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APFSDS ammunition (for tanks) and the range were
considered while running the program in the computer.
(4) Artillary is not considered in this model. One should
remember that artillary reduces very drastically the




The breakpoint for each unit is 100% lost of its initial
force level. The battle is terminated when either:
1. One of the two opponent forces (i.e., Red or Blue) is
annihilated (i.e., its 3 platoons have reached the
breakpoint)
.
2. The average distance between the surviving Red force




Sensitivity study was done without considering the
line-of-sight factor (i.e., it was assumed that line-of-
sight exists all the time) in order to^make the battle
more active (i.e., fights are more frequent and more units
are involved in every one of them) and thus more sensitive
to most of the parameters.
A. FIRE ALLOCATION POLICY
Three fire allocation policies were tested:




Table 1. Fire Allocation Policies
Appendix C describes the output for three battles
corresponding to the three different fire allocation poli-
cies. Table 2 summarizes the main events in each battle
for comparison purposes.
100% 100% — 100% — —
100% 80% 20% 80% 15% 5%




V Policy 3 Policy 2 Policy 1
E
N UD T RTL BTL UD T RTL BTL UD T RTL BTL
T
1 6 40 0.131 0.333 6 40 0.131 0.333 6 40 0.128 0.333
2 1 140 0.472 0.444 1 150 0.484 0.503 1 150 0.464 0.517
3 2 210 0.710 0.508 4 240 0.623 0.667 4 210 0.557 0.667
4 4 300 0.837 0.667 3 410 0.864 0.712 3 390 0.760 0.714
5 3 440 1.00 0.68 2 440 1.00 0.723 2 440 1.00 0.759
Table 2. Fire Allocation Sensitivity
where
,
EVENT occurs when a unit is destroyed
UD = The number of the destroyed unit
T = time (sec)
RTL = Red total lost (percentage)
BTL = Blue total lost (percentage)
The conclusions drawn from these results are:
a. Policy 3 should be prefered to the Blue force since
its total lost is consistently smaller when it
uses this policy.
b. Policy 1 should be prefered by the Red force for
the same reasons.
c. These conclusions are appropriate only for the given





d. The differences are relatively small but they might
be larger for different scenarios (i.e., different
force structure, weapon characteristics, etc.).
e. In this sensitivity study the same fire allocation
policies were tested for both sides. Future work
might be done to test different policies for the
two forces.
B. MOVEMENT DELAY OF A FIRING UNIT
A firing Red unit is delayed NOD time intervals before
moving to the next route interval.
A sensitivity study of this parameter was done for
NOD =2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. Table 3 describes the results of
this study. Table 4 shows the sensitivity of battle
termination time to the parameter NOD. One can see that
a change from NOD = 2 to NOD = 6 extends the battle time
by more than 25%. No change is caused by changing NOD
from 6 to 8 . Table 5 shows the sensitivity of Blue total
lost (fraction of initial strength) to changes in NOD. No
significant change is caused to this variable by changing
the value of NOD from 2 to 4 . A change of 6% is caused by
changing NOD from 4 to 5 and 8% by changing NOD from 4 to
6. We can also see that from NOD = 5 and further on the
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Table 4. NOD VS BATTLE TERMINATION TIME







Table 5. NOD VS BLUE TOTAL LOST
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C. DETECTION RATE REDUCTION OF A FIRING UNIT
The detection rate of a firing unit is reduced by a
multiplicative factor RF (0.0 RF <_ 1.0) in comparison
to that of a non-firing unit. This is done, since it is
hypothesized that the search effectiveness is not the same
in both cases. The sensitivity of results to changes in
this parameter (RF) was done for RF = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.8. It was found that the battle outcomes are not
significantly sensitive to changes in the RF parameter.
D. OBSERVATION TIME PROPORTION OF A MOVING UNIT
The parameter PM is defined as the proportion of time
a moving unit spends for targets search. Sensitivity study
of this parameter (PM) was done for PM = 0.15, 0.25, 0.35,
0.45, 0.55.
It was found that the battle outcomes are not signifi -
cantly sensitive to changes in the PM parameter.
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V. FUTURE MODEL ENHANCEMENT AND UTILIZATION
A. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT AREAS
The following additions or improvements in the model
are recommended
:
1. Addition of artillery to both sides. Artillery has
significant suppression effects on the TOWs
.
2. Addition of information (target acquisition)
handoff from one unit to another.
3. Addition of ability to play minefield and barriers.
4. Addition of the effects of close air support.
5. Modification to the interactive mode.
In such a mode tactical decisions (e.g., route selection)
could be input by players as the battle evolves. Addi-
tionally, some more predetermined alternative routes and
alternative fire allocation policies can be programmed.
In this case, the players of both sides (company or platoon
commanders) can decide after each time interval which
tactic of fire allocation to use, which route to choose
and to ask for artillery or close air support (with appro-
priate amount of delay)
.
B. UTILIZATION
The model with the additional recommended improvements
might be used as a tool for tactical training (battalion,
company and platoon leaders) or tactical planning (effect
48

of different structure of forces or units, types of weapon
systems, fire allocation policies, minimum or maximum ranges
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= Primary direction of unit i
= Width of search section of unit i
= Movement direction of unit i
= Coordinates of unit i
= Speed of unit i
= Time to acquire a target for the K
weapon system type (K = 1, 2)
th
= Time to fire first round after target
acquired for the K"*-*1 weapon system type
(K = 1, 2)
= Time to fire a round following a hit for
the K*-*1 weapon system type (K = 1, 2)
= Time to fire a round following a miss for
the K 11*1 weapon system type (K = 1, 2)
= Projectile time of flight to 1000 m
for the Ktia weapon system type (K = 1, 2)
= Projectile time of flight to 2000 m for
the K fc weapon system type (K = l, 2)
= Projectile time of flight to 3000 m for
the Ktn weapon system type (K = 1, 2)
= Probability of hit on first round.
I = unit index. J = range index
(J= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 corresponds to range
= 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 meters)
= Probability of a hit on a round following
a hit. For I and J see P(I,J)
= Probability of a hit on a round following
























= Probability of destroying a target given
it is hit
= Number of Blue units
= Number of Red units
= Force level of unit i
= Initial force level of unit i
+ y%
= Number of intervals in the i route
I = 1,2,3)
= Coordinates of the center of the j
interval in the ith route
th
Direction of the j interval in the i
route
Average speed of moving non-firing units




= Interval index for unit i
_
no line-of-sight between unit i and unit j
1 line-of-sight exists between unit i and
unit j
= Fraction of unit A (height fraction) as seen
by unit B
= Fraction of unit B (height fraction) as
seen by unit A
= Height of a tank
= Height of a TOW vehicle
= Number of targets of unit i
= Number of time intervals unit i is firing
continuously at the same route interval
= The maximum horizontal distance allowed























= Number of continuous time intervals that
line-of-sight does not exist between unit
i and unit j
= The height fraction of unit i as seen by
unit j
= Minimum firing range for a tank
= Minimum firing range for a TOW
= Maximum firing range for a tank
= Maximum firing range for a TOW
= Tow fire rate
= Tank fire rate
= Number of time intervals that a firing
Red unit is delayed at the same route
interval before moving to next route
interval
= Detection rate reduction factor for a
firing unit (in comparison with non-firing
unit)
= The proportion of time a moving unit is
busy with targets search
= Proportion of the surviving firepower
allocated to the ith target if there are
j targets available
= The number of the j target of unit i
= The range of the j target of unit i
= The proportion of the j attacker of unit
i allocated to fire on unit i
= The average proportion of the j attacker
of unit i allocated to fire on unit i
- The number of the j ' attacker of unit i
= Number of attackers of unit i




POL (I) = Percentage of lost of unit i during the
current time interval
TPOL(I) = Total percentage of lost (since the
battle began) of unit i
RTPOL = Red total percentage of lost












AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3260.i M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 2 3.000 0.0
2 2 3.000 0.0
2 2 3.00 0.0
4 *** 3.00C 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 3.C0C 0.0
RED T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.0
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0.0
TIME= 20 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3220.1 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
2 1
1 3 3.000 1 .0 6
2 3 3.000 1 0.0 6
3 3 2.382 1 0.206 6
4 *** 3. OOC 0.0
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *#* 1.889 1 0.370 3
PED TOTAL PERCEM T AGE HF L0ST=0.069
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.123
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BL'JE =3220.1 M
LNI T LQCATICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST- PCT TARGETS
1 3 3. OOC 1 0.0 6
2 3 3.000 1 0.0 6
a 3 1.992 1 .336 6
4 #* 3. OOC 0.0
5 $** 3.00 0.0
6 **# 0.836 1 0.721 3 2
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 112
BLUE TOTAL PERCEI^AGE CF L0ST = 0.240
TIM E= 40 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE EE^WEEN «ED AND *LUE=3659.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 3 3.00 1 0.0 6
2 3 3. COC 1 0.0 6
3 3 1.820 1 0.393 6
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000 3 2
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0STO.131




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC 8LUE=3620.1 m
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL ST &TUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 * 3,000 0.0
2 4 3.00C 0.0
3 4- 1.820 0.393
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.131
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 333
TIME= 6C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND SLUE=3580.6 N
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 5 3.000 0.0
2 5 3.00 0.0
3 5 1.82C s 0.393
4- *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** CO 2 1.000
RED T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.131
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.333
TIVE= 70 S EC .
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3541.0 M
LNI T LOCAT ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-&CT TARGETS
1 6 3. COC 0.0
2 6 3.00C 0.0
3 6 1.820 0.393
4 *** 3. OCC 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = C. 131
BLUE T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF LHST=0.333
TIME= 8C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3501. 5
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LGST-PCT TARGETS
1 7 3.000 0.0
2 7 3.000 3.0
3 7 1.82C 0. 393
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** C. 2 1.000
ZED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.131
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.333
79

7IME = 90 SEC.
AVERAGE P4NGE BETWEEN RED AND *LUE=3462.0 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 8 2.406 1 0.198 4
2 8 3. OOC 0.0
3 8 1.82C 0.393
4 *** 2.751 1 0.083 1
5 *** 3. COC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.197
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.36i
HME= 100 SEC.
AVER^GE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3435.6 M
LNI T LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-IPCT TARGETS
1 8 1.86 1 1 0.380 4
2 9 3.000 0.0
a 9 1.820 0.393
4 *** 2.55E 1 0. 147 1
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 **# 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL D ERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 258
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.382
TIME= 110 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3409.3 M
UMT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 3 1.354 1 0.549
2 10 3.000 0.0
3 10 1.820 0.393
4 **# 2. 417 1 0.194
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 314
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE IF L0ST=0.398
TIME= 12C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3369. 8 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.874 1 0.709 4
2 11 3.000 0.0
3 11 1.820 0.393
4 *** 2.327 1 0.224 1
5 #** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE QF L0ST=0.367




AVERAGE RANGE EETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3343.5
UNIT LOCAT ION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.412 1 .863 4
2 12 3. OOC 1 0.0 4
3 12 1.820 0.39 3
4 *#* 1.973 1 0.342 1 2
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** .0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST ='0.419
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 447
7IME = 140 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3343.5 M
UNIT LOCATION FDRCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.020 1 0.993 4
2 12 3.000 1 0.0 4
3 12 1.82C 0.393
4 *** 1.660 1 0.447 1 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PEFCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.462
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.482
TIME= 150 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3334.3 M
INI T LOCAT ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-iFCT TARGEITS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000 4
2 12 3.000 1 0.0 4
3 13 1.820 .393
4 *4* 1.34S 1 0. 550 1 2
5 *** 3.000 .0
6 *** 0.0 2 1 .000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE HF LOST=0.464
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.517
TIME* 160 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3295.5
UNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 13 2.732 1 0. C89 4
3 14 1.820 0.393
4 ##* 1.066 1 0.645 2
5 *4* 3.000 0.0
6 *** .0 2 1.000
RED 'TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST == 0.494




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN PEC ANC BUJE=3276.1 M
LNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 13 2.521 1 0.160 4
3 15 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.804 1 0.732 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 518
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LQST=0.577
TIME= 180 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3256.6 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 13 2.361 1 0.213 4
3 16 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.560 1 0.813 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.535
eLUE TOT^L PERCENTAGE OF LHST=0.604
TIME= 19C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3217. 8 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-FCT TARGET S
1 10 .0 2 1.000
2 14 2.249 1 0.250
3 17 1.82C 0. 393
4 *** 0.326 1 0.891
5 *** 3. OCC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 l.CQO
RED TOTAL PEFCENTAGE CF L0^T=0.548
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.630
TIME= 200 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3217.8 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 2.184 1 0.272 4
3 17 1. 82C 0.393
4 *** 0. IOC 1 0.967 2
5 *** 3.000 .0
6 =*** C. 2 1.000
FED ^OTAL DERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0.555
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .656
82

TTMF = ?1 P cpr
AVERAGE RANGE* BETWEEN RED AMD BLUE=3623. 1 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 2.164 1 0.279 4
3 17 1.82C 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000 2
5 *** 3. OCC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL FEPCENT AGE CF L0ST=0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
TIME = 220 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC





















RED TGTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.667
TIME= 230 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN PED ANC BLUE=3543.2 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL S T ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 16 2.164 0.279
3 19 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.667
AVERAGE RA V1GE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3503.2 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 17 2.164 0.279
3 ZQ 1.820 0.393
4. *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PEFCEN^AGE OF L0ST=0.557




AVERAGE RANGE EETWEEN RED AND PLUE=3463.3 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 18 2.164 0.279
3 21 1.820 0.393
4- *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. 00
C
0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
TI ME = 260 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3423.3 P
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 19 2.164 0.279
3 22 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 l.OOC
5 *** 3.000 .0
6 *** 0. 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST= 0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST =0,.66 7
TARGETS
TIM£= 270 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3383.3 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 20 2.164 0. 279
3 23 1.820 .393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 444 3.000 0.
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST== 0..667

































FED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0STO.667
84

LNIT LOCATION FORCE L
1 10 0.0
2 23 2.164





AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND 3LUE=3303.4 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS L0ST-PC7 TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 22 2.164 0.279
3 25 1.82C 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1 .000
5 *** 3. COC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 l.OOC
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.557
8LUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
71 ME= 300 SEC.
AVERAGE RA^GE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3263.4 M







RED TOT*L PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.667
TIME= 310 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED AMC BLUE=3223.5 M
UMT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL S T ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 24 2.164 0.279
3 27 1.820 0.393
« *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 557
BLUE TCFAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
AVERAGE RANGE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3183.5 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LGST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 25 2.164 0.279
3 28 1.82C 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
^ED TOTAL P£PCENT AGE OF L0ST=0.557




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND RLUE=3143.6 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 26 2.164 0.279
3 29 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.557
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
TI PE= 340 SEC.
AVERAGE RANIGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3103.6 M
LNIT LOCATIGN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1. 000
2 27 2.16 4 0.279
3 30 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 l.OCC
5 *** 3.000 0.0
d **=s . 0.0 2 1 .000
RED TOTAL a lERCENTAGE OF LOST= 0.5 57
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST =0,.66 7
TIME= 350 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3063.7 M
UNIT LOC^TICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 23 2.164 0.279
3 31 1.820 0.393
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =C557
BLUE T QTAL PERCENTAGE OF LHST=0.667
TIME= 36C SEC.
AVERAGE PANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3023. 7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 29 2.164 0.279
3 32 1.225 1 0. 592 5
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.873 1 0.042 3
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.623




AVERAGE RANGE EET* EEN RED AN C *LUE=3003.7 M
UNIT LGCAT :[ON FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1 .000
2 30 2. 164 0.279
3 32 0.656 1 0.781 5
4 *## 0.0 2 1 .000
5 *** 2. 8C5 1 0.065 3
6 *** .0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST-0.687
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.688
TTMF - "^ fl fi 5FP
AVERAGE P ANGE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 2983. 8 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 31 2.164 0.279
3 32 C. IOC 1 0.967 5
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.795 1 0.068 3
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED T CFAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST = 0.748
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .689
TIME= 390 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=296 1.7 M
LNIT LOCA^ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 C. 2 1.000
2 31 2. 164 1 0.27S 5
3 33 0.0 2 1.000 5
4 **# 0. 2 1.000
5 *** 2.570 1 0.143 3
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL °EPCENTAGE OF LO ST=0. 760
BLUE TOx AL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST =0.714
TIM£= 4J0 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2961.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FOPCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 22 1.654 1 0.449 5
3 33 0.0 2 1.000
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2. 39S 1 0.200 2
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.816




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FEO ANC BLUE=296 1.7 M
UNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 32 1.178 1 0.6C7 5
3 33 0.0 2 1.000
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.277 1 0.241 2
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 869
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.747
TIME= 42C SEC.
AVERAGE PANGE BETWEEN RED AND 3LUE=2921.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 33 0.724 1 0.759 5
3 33 0.0 2 LOGO
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.202 1 0.266 2
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
REO TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.920
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.755
TIME= 430 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2921.7 M
LNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LQST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 33 0.286 1 0.905 5
3 33 0.0 2 1.000
4 *** CO 2 1.000
5 *** 2.172 1 0.276 2
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=C. 968
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .759
TIME= 440 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2921.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS
1 10 0.0 2
2 33 0. 2
3 33 0.0 2
4 *** 0.0 2
5 *** 2. 172 1
6 *** .0 2
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=1.000
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.759














AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3260.1 M
INI T LOCA'ICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST- FCT TARGETS
1 2 3. OOC 0.0
2 2 3. OOC 0.0
3 2 3.000 0.0
4 *** 3.C0C 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 3.000 0.0
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.0
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .0
TI^E= 20 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND *LUE=3220.1 M
UNIT LOCAT ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PC! TARGETS
1 3 2.97C 1 .010 6
2 3 2.906 1 0.031 6
3 3 2.505 1 0.165 6
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3. OOC 0. C
6 *** 1.887 1 0.371 3 2 1
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.068
BLUE TOTAL PERCENT AGE CF LOST=0 .124
TIME= 30 SE r .
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3220.1 M
UNIT LGCAT ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-^CT TARGETS
2 1
1 3 2.951 1 0.016 6
2 3 2.851 1 0. 050 6
3 3 2.194 1 .269 6
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *4* 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.832 1 .723 3
PEC TOTAL PEPCENT AGE OF L0ST=0.112
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.241
TJME= 40 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3659.7 M
LNI T LOCA^ICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 3 2. 943 1 0. 019 6
2 3 2.82 5 1 0.058 6
3 3 2.057 1 .314 6
4 *** 3. OOC 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 **# 0.0 2 1.000 3 2 1
RED TOTAL PEFCEN r AGE OF L0ST=0.131




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN R ED AND BLUE=3620.1 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 4 2.943 0.019
2 4 2.825 0.058
3 4 2.057 0.314
4 *** 3.000 .0
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0*T=0.131
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.333
7IME= 60 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3580.6 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-FCT
1 5 2.943 0. 019
2 5 2.825 0.058
3 5 2.057 0.314
4 *** 3.000 0. C
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 #** 0. 2 1 .000
ARGETS
RED TQTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 131
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.333
TIM£== 70 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN Fc D ANC blue=;3541 .0
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL !5T <VTUS LOST-
1 6 2.94 3 3.019
2 6 2.825 0. 058
3 6 2.057 0.314
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED "rOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=(3.131
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST;= 0,. 333
AVERAGE RANGE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3501. 5 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOS^-PCT TARGETS
1 7 2.942 0.019
2 7 2.825 0.058
3 7 2.057 0.314
4 *** 3. OOC 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
FED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0.131




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AMD RLUE = 3462. M
UNIT L0CATI1N FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-FCT TARGETS
1 8 2.349 1 0.217 4
2 a 2.82 5 0.058
3 8 2.057 0. 314
4 *** 2.757 1 0.081 1
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** C. 2 LOGO
PED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST =0.197
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.360



































RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 257
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.381
TIME= 110 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE EETWEEN RED AND *LUE=3409.3 M
UNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 8 1.294 1 0.569 4
2 10 2.825 0.058
3 10 2.057 0.314
4 *** 2.436 1 0.138 1
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.314
EtUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.396
TI ME= 120 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3369.8 f*
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT TARGE'
1 9 0.810 1 0.730 4
2 11 2.825 0.058
3 11 2.C57 0.314
4 *** 2.352 1 0.216 1
5 *** 3.000 3 .0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
PED TOTAL °ERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.368




AVERAGE RAMGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3343.5 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.436 1 0.855 4
2 12 2.132 1 0.089 4
3 12 2.057 0.314
4 *** 2.023 1 0.326 1 2
5 *** 3.00G 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TGTAL FEPCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.419
8LUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.442
TI ME= 140 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3343.5 M
UNIT LQCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 9 0.115 1 0.962 4
2 12 2.652 1 0.116 4
3 12 2.C57 0.314
4 *** 1.736 1 0.421 1 2
5 *** 3.000 3.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
PEC TOTAL PEPCENT AGE OF LOST=0.464
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.474
TI"E= 150 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN PED ANC BLUE=3334.3 M
LNIT LOCAT .[CN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0. 2 1.000 4
2 12 2.583 1 0.139 4
3 13 2.057 .314
4 *** 1. 46S 1 0.510 1 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0. 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 484
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LHST=0.503
TIME= 160 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3295.5 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 1G 0.0 2 1 .000
2 13 2. 291 1 0.236 4
3 14 2.057 0.314
4 *## 1.231 1 0.590 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *#* 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.517




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC 8LUE=3276.1 M
LNIT LQCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 13 2.047 1 0.318 4
3 15 2.057 0.314
4 *** 1.019 1 0.660 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 544
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.553
TIME= 180 SEC.
4VEPAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND ^LUE=3256.6 M
UNIT LOCAT ION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST- PC 1
1 1C 0.0 2 1.000
2 13 1. 845 1 0.385
3 16 2.057 0.314
4 *## 0.828 1 0.724
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 **# .0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST;=0.566
TARGETS
eLUE TO T AL PERCENTAGE OF LOST= 0.575
7IME= 19C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3217. 8 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 1.68 1 0.440 4
3 17 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.654 1 0.782 2
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 **=» 0.0 2 l.OOC
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST =0.585
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.594
TIME= 200 SEC.
























PEO TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LHST=0.599
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.612
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AVERAGE °ANGE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3217. 8 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 1,452 1 0.516
3 17 2.057 0. 314
4 *** 0.342 1 0.886
5 *** 3.C0C 0.0
6 *=»* 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST = 0.6 10
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 62 9
T ARGE T S
TIME= 220 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLL'E=3179.1 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST^PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 15 1.383 1 0.539 4
3 18 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.19S 1 0.934 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
PED TGTAL PERCENTAGE DF L0ST = 0.618
8LUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .645
TIME= 230 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN PED ANC BLUE=3179.1 M
LNIT LQCATICN FCRCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 . 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 15 1.344 1 0.552 4
3 18 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0. 06C 1 0.980 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
REC TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST*0. 622
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.660
TIME= 240 SEC.
AVEPAGE R*NGE E^WEEN 'ED AND BLUE=3583.1 M
UNIT L0CATI1M FHRCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 15 1.332 1 0.556 4
3 18 2.057 0.314
4 *** o.O 2 1.000 2
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 623




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3543.2 M




2 16 1.332 0.556
3 19 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL °ERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0.667
TTMF = iif) CPP
AVERAGE R4NGE* EETWEEN RED AMD BLUE = 3503.2 M
UNIT LOCATION FDRCE LEVEL STATUS L0ST-PC7 TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 l.OOQ
2 17 1.332 0.556
3 20 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.623
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.€67
TI ME= 27C SEC.
AVERAGE *ANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3463.3 N
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 18 1.332 0.556
3 21 2.C57 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 l.CCC
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .667
TIME= 280 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3423.3 M
LNIT LOCATKN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 19 1.332 0.556
3 22 2.057 0.314
4 *** CO 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.623




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3383.3 M
INI T LOCAT ICN FORCE LEVEL ST A"TUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 20 1.332 0.556
3 23 2.057 0.314
4 *** CO 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0 .667
TIME= 300 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND RLUE=3343.4 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 13 0.0 2 1.000
2 21 1.332 0.556
3 24 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 l.CGC
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
TIME = 310 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3303.4 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL ST A"HJS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 l.CCC
2 22 1.332 0.556
3 25 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TQTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LCST=0 .667
TIME= 320 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3263.4 M
UNIT LOCriCN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 23 1.332 0.556
3 26 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 623




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC : 8LUE=3223.5 M
LNIT LOCATI CN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0. 2 1.000
2 24 1.33 2 0.556
3 27 2.057 .314
4 *** 0. 2 1.000
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 #*# 0.0 2 1 .000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOS = 0.623
BLUE TQT^L PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
7IME= 340 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3183.5 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 13 0.0 2 1.000
2 25 1.332 0.556
3 28 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
71 ME= 350 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3143.6 P
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCS T-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 26 1.332 0.556
3 29 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 l.OCC
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.667
TIME= 360 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3103.6 M
UNIT LOTION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 27 1.332 0.556
3 33 2.057 0.314
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 623




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN GED ANC BLUE=3063 .7 M
INIT LOCA^ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 28 1.332 0.556
3 31 2.057 0.314
4 *** CO 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=C. 623
BLUE TOTAL PERCENT AGE OF LOST=0 .667
TIME= 380 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN ^ED ANC 8LUE=3023.7 M
UNIT LOCAT ION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 13 0.0 2 1.000
2 29 1. 332 0.556
3 32 1.462 1 0.513
4 *44 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2. 84E 1 0.051
6 444 0.0 2 1.000
RED total PERCENTAGE GF L0ST=0.690
BLUE TOTAL D ERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.684
71 ME= 390 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3003.7 M
INIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 30 1.332 0.556
a 32 0. 898 1 0.701
4 444 0.0 2 1.000
5 44* 2.755 1 0.082
6 444 0.0 2 1.000
RED TO^AL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.752
BLLE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .694
TIME == 400 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=2983.8 M
UNI T LOCAT ICN FHRCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 31 1.33 2 0.556
3 32 0.352 1 0.883 5
4 44* 0. 2 1 .000
5 444 2.71S 1 0. 094 3
6 *44 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.813




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=2961.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST- PC
T
TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 32 1.224 1 0. 592 5
3 33 0.0 2 1.000 5
4 44# 0.0 2 1.000
5 444 2.592 1 0.136 3 2
6 444 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LO*T =C864
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.712
TIME= 42C SEC.
AVERAGE P4NGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2961. 7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LQST-FCT TARGETS
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 32 0.709 1 0.764
3 33 0.0 2 1. 000
4 444 0.0 2 1.000
5 44* 2. 519 1 0.160
6 44* 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.921
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=C720
71 ME= 430 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN



























RED TO^AL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.977
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.723
TIME= 440 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=296 1.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT
1 10 0.0 2 1.000
2 33 0.0 2 l.OCO
3 33 0.0 2 1.000
4 444 0.0 2 1.000
5 444 2.497 1 0. 168
6 444 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 1.000
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.723
TARGETS
444 RED FORCE IS ELIMINATED. END OF BATTLE.
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AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN "ED AND «LUE = 3260.1 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 2 3.000 0.0
2 2 3.00 0.0
3 2 3.00C 0.0
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3. COC 0.0
6 *** 3.000 0.0
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0.0
3LUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.0
TIME= 20 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE 3ETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3220.1
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LCST-I= CT TARGETS
1 3 2.800 1 0.067 6
2 3 2.796 1 0.068 6
a 3 2.794 1 0.06 9 6
i *** 3.00C 0.0
5 **# 3.000 .0
6 **# 1.87S 1 0.374 3 2 1
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.068
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 125
TIME= 3C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3220. 1 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 3 2.675 1 0.108 6
2 3 2.669 1 0.110 6
3 3 2.665 1 0.112 6
4 *** 3.00C 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** C. 80S 1 0.730 3 2 1
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=C. 110
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.243
TIME= 4C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND *LUE=3659.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
2 1
1 3 2.621 1 0.126 6
2 3 2.6 14 1 0.129 6
3 i 2.61C 1 0. 130 6
4- *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 l.COC 3
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 128
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .333
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TIME = 50 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3620.1 M
INI T LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LGST-FCT TARGETS
1 4 2.621 0.126
2 4 2.614 0.129
3 4 2.610 0.130
4 *** 3.00C 0.0
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 128
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .333
TIME= 60 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED &ND BLUE=3580.6 M
UNIT LOCATION FQPCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PC" TARGETS
1 5 2.621 3.126
2 5 2.614 0.129
3 5 2.61C 0.130
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3. COC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.128
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.333
TIME= 7C SEC.
AVERAGE RAIGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3541.0 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 6 2.621 0.126
2 5 2.614 0.129
3 6 2.61C 0.130
4 *** 3.00C 0.0
5 *** 3.000 .0
6 *** CO 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE HF L0ST=0.128
BLUE TQTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.333
T IME= 80 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BET WEEN RED ANC BLUE=350 1.5 M
LNIT LOCATION FOPCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 7 2.621 0.126
2 7 2.614 0.129
3 7 2.610 0.130
4 *** 3.000 0.0
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 128




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC 8LUE=3462.0 M
LNIT LOCA'ICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 a 2. 02 6 1 0.325 4
2 8 2.614 0.129
3 8 2.610 0.130
4 *** 2. 79 C 1 0.070 1
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1 .000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 194
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.357
7IME= 100 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE EETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3435.6 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 8 1.474 1 0.509 4
2 9 2.614 0.129
3 9 2.610 0.13G
4 *** 2.637 1 0.121 1
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST =0.256
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.374



































RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LHST=0. 314
BLUE TOTAL FERCENT AGE CF L0ST=0.385
TIME= 120 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC 8LUE=3369.8 M
UNIT L0C4TICN FOPCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.447 1 0.851 4
2 11 2.614 0.129
3 11 2.610 0.130
4 *** 2.49 2 1 0.169 1
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.370
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=0.390
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T1ME= 130 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3343.5 M
INI T LQCA T ICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0. 20C 1 0.933 4
2 12 2.367 1 0.211 4
3 12 2.610 0.130
4 *** Z.ZZt 1 0.258 1 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
REO TQTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.425
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.419
TIME= 140 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3353.8 M
UNIT LOC/t ION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 5 0.0 2 1.000 4
2 12 2.147 1 0. 284 4
3 12 2.610 0.130
4 *** 2.003 1 0.332 1 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST = 0.472
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LTST= 0.444
TIME= 15C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANO °LUE = 3334.3 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-FCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 12 1.750 1 0.417
3 13 2.61C 0. 130
4 *** 1.822 1 0.393
5 #*# 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 l.OCC
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.5 16
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.464
TIME= 160 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3295.5 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LGST-PCT
1 9 0.0 2 l.OOC
2 13 1.383 1 0.537
3 14 2. 61 C 0.130
4 *** 1.678 1 0.441
5 **# 3.000 .0
6 *** 0. 2 1.000
FED T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST:=0.556
TARGETS




AVERAGE PANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3276. 1 M

























TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.593









TTMF= 1 ft ^ F (*
AVERAGE RANGE*BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3256.6 M
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 l.OOC
2 13 0.744 1 0.752 4
3 16 2. 61C 0.130
ty *** 1.492 1 0.503 2
5 *** 3.000 .0
6 *** C. 2 1.000
FED TOTAL PERCENTAGE LOST= 0.627
BLUE TOTAL 1PERCENTAGE CF LOST =0,,501
TIME= 190 SEC.





































RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LO ST*0. 660
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST = 0.506
TIME= 200 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE EETWEEN RED ANO RLUE=3217.8 M
UNIT LOCAT ION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1 .000
2 14 0. 159 1 0.947 4
3 17 2.610 0.130
4 *** 1.42 9 1 0.524 2
5 *** 3.00C 0.
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST == 0.692
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 508
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TIME= 210 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3231.1 M
LNIT LGCATICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 CO 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000 4
3 17 2.61C 0.130
4 *** 1. 42S 1 0.524 2
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL °ERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 710
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.508
TI*E= 220 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC 3LUE=3193.2 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 18 2.610 0.130
4 *** 1.429 0.524
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.710
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.508
TI VE= 230 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3155.4 m
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 19 2.327 1 0.224 4
4 *** 1.188 1 0.604 3
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0S"T=0.741
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.535
TIME= 240 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED ANC BLUE=3155.4 M
LNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
0.0 2 1. 000
0.0 2 1.000
2.091 1 0.303 4
0.971 1 0.676 3
3.000 0.0
0.0 2 1.000



















TI ME = 250 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3155.4 N
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
2 19 1.899 1 0.367 4
4 *** 0.774 1 0.742 3
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED T OTAL PEPCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.789
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0 .581
TIME= 260 S EC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=3117.7 M
LNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0. 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 20 1.745 1 .418 4
4 **=* C. 593 1 0.802 3
5 **# 3.000 0.0
6 #** 0.0 2 1 .000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST=C. 806
ELUE TOTAL PERCEMT AGE QF LGST=0.601
TIME= 270 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND *LUE=3117.7 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1 .000
2 14 0. 2 1.000
3 20 1.62 7 1 0.458 4
4 ££* 0.425 1 .858 3
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 #*# 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PEPCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.8 19
eLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.619
"IT MF = "? f\C ^ F C
AVERAGE P ANGE'bETWEEN RED AND BLUE=:3117.7 M
LNI7 LOCATION FORCE L
1 9 0.0
2 14 0.0




FED T OTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0.829
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0STO.637










AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3G80.0 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 21 1.49C 1 0.503 4
4 *** 0.110 1 0.963 3
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** CO 2 l.OOG
FED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.834
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0STO.654
TIME= 300 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN PEO ANC BLUE=3423.4 ¥
IMT LGCATICN FORCE LEVEL ST ATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 C. 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
a 21 1.46 8 1 3 .511 4
4 *** 0. 2 1.000 3
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 «JU -Jp -J* 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL *ERCENT4GE OF LOST=0. 827
BLUE TOT/SL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST = 0.667
TIM£= 310 SEC.
AVEFAGE R4NGE BFJWEEN RED AND BLUE=3423.4 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 <3 0.0 2 1 .000
2 14 0. 2 1.000
3 21 1.468 0.511
4 **=* 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.00C 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST =0.837
BLUE TOTAL PERC ENTAGE OF LOST =0. 667
II ME= 32C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND






PED TOx AL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0^837











AVERAGE PANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3344.0 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 23 1.468 0.511
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PEFCEN^AGE OF L0ST=0.837
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.667
TIME= 340 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3304.3 M
LNIT LOCATICN FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1. COO
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 24 1.468 0.511
4 *** CO 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL °ERCENTAGE OF LOST=0. 837
ELUE TOT^L PERCENTAGE CF LHST=0 .667
TI^E= 350 SEC.
AVERAGE PANGE eETWEEN RED ANO BLUE=3264.6 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 25 1.46 8 0.511
4 *#* 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3. OOC 0.0
6 **# .0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST =0.8 37
ELUE TOTAL PERCEMTAGE OF LOST= 0. 667
TIME= 36C SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=3224. 9 M














FED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =0.837




AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE = 3185. 2 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 27 1.46 6 0,511
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 3.000 0.0
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.837
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.667
ARGETS
TIME= 380 SEC.



























RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE HF LOST=0. 827










AVERAGE RANGE BET WEEN = ED ANC BLUE=3105.9 m
um: LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 C. C 2 l.COO
3 29 1 .46 3 0.511
4 **$ 0.0 2 1.000
5 #** 3.00C 0.
6 *** 0.0 2 1.000
RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST* C. 837
ELUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF LOST = 0. 667
7IME= 40C SEC.





















RED TOTAL PEFCENT AGE OF























3 31 1.46 8
4 *** 0.0
5 *** 3. OOC
6 *** 0.0















BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST=0.667
TI ME= 420 SEC.
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2986.9 H
LNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LCST-FCT TARGETS
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1 .000
3 32 C. 874 1 0.709
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.909 1 .0 30
^j •> ?^ 0. 2 1.000
RED TOT AL PERCENTAGE OF LOST= 0.903
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF L0ST=0.677
TIme= 430 SE r .
AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN FED ANC BLUE=298 6.9 M























RED TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF L0ST =C967








AVERAGE RANGE BETWEEN RED AND BLUE=2986. 9 M
UNIT LOCATION FORCE LEVEL STATUS LOST-PCT
1 9 0.0 2 1.000
2 14 0.0 2 1.000
3 32 0.0 2 1.000
4 *** 0.0 2 1.000
5 *** 2.879 1 0.040
6 *** 0.0 2 l.COC
FED TOTAL PEPCENT AGE CF LOST = 1.000
BLUE TOTAL PERCENTAGE CF LOST=0.680
TARGETS
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